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3 Schedule Your Personal Demo

6 THINGS EVERY RECRUITMENT FIRM 
CEO SHOULD DO TO BUILD THEIR 
RECRUITERS’ PERSONAL BRANDS

 

As CEO of a recruiting firm, you know that the stronger your people are, the stronger your 
company is.

When CEOs invest in the skills and knowledge of their recruiters, it pays off for everyone involved.

It’s my experience and belief that investing in the personal brand of your individual recruiters is 
one of the best investments you can make.

The highest producing recruiters are leaders in a particular industry or niche; that leadership 
position attracts business. To establish your recruiters as leaders, your firm needs to focus on each 
recruiter as an individual brand, and invest in that brand just as you would a company brand.

The goal is to carve out a niche for each recruiter to claim as their own, and then strengthen 
and broadcast their leadership position throughout their niche with effective use of web 
presence, content marketing and social media.

When done well, personal branding drives traffic to your business and increases your bottom 
line by making each individual recruiter stronger and more capable of attracting better quality 
clients and candidates.

Let’s take a closer look at how to put personal branding into play for your recruitment business.

YOU ASKED: WHY DO RECRUITERS NEED A PERSONAL BRAND?
If your firm’s branding is rock-solid on its own, why bother with developing personal brands for 
individual recruiters? Because any great business is as good as the sum of its team members, 
and your recruiting firm is no exception.
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4 Schedule Your Personal Demo

As CEO, you’re already aware that you’ve got a stellar team – but the rest of your market 
needs to know it too.

Some of the top reasons why your recruiters need a personal brand are to:

SOLIDIFY THEIR POSITION OF EXPERTISE AND INFLUENCE WITHIN  
THEIR FAVORITE SECTORS.

Every recruiter falls into at least one industry where they’ve had the most experience with  
their placements.

Recruiters can leverage their past success to become experts in sectors they’re passionate 
about. Expertise attracts prospects across your database who are also interested in that field 
to look for their next job using your firm.

FORM RELATIONSHIPS WITH FUTURE CLIENTS.
Cold calling potential leads should be the model your team is moving away from. Recruiters 
must build an established position in their industry to connect with new clients from a position 
of strength. This confidence translates into more powerful and memorable connections to 
manage future clients.

NETWORK AND FORM RELATIONSHIPS WITH POTENTIAL TALENT.
According to the Rule of Seven effect, a prospect needs exposure to your business at least 
seven times before noticing you.

In the staffing industry, the stronger a recruiter’s brand/presence is within the job market,  
the more sought after they will become.

Strong personal branding makes your recruiters stand out in a sea of competitors. 

DRIVE TRAFFIC TO YOUR COMPANY’S JOB BOARDS.

Strategic personal branding makes your recruiters known among job seekers. With an 
established reputation, future talent will search for them when they’re looking for work within 
their focus areas. In-demand recruiters bring waves of talented and eager candidates straight 
to your company.

More talent = better placements = happier businesses all around.  
Personal branding is a win for everyone.

6 THINGS EVERY RECRUITMENT FIRM CEO 
SHOULD DO TO BUILD THEIR RECRUITERS’ 
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NEXT QUESTION: HOW CAN CEOS HELP RECRUITERS ESTABLISH  
A PERSONAL BRAND?
While it’s not necessarily difficult to develop your recruiters’ personal brands, it’s an  
exercise they may not be familiar with and will require your leadership.

Like any significant new project at your business, you need to demonstrate that this is an 
important strategic initiative, and provide a plan for them to execute against.

Here are 6 steps we recommend you use to develop a plan for success.

Some of the best ways to draw out a recruiter’s personal brand are:

1. TEACH THEM THE BENEFITS OF CREATING A PERSONAL PRESENCE.

The process of personal branding doesn’t just benefit you as CEO, it’s advantageous for  
your recruiter’s bottom line too.

Showing them the advantages of taking ownership of their brand motivates your recruiters  
to embrace the branding process as part of their career development and success.

2. ESTABLISH A TARGET AREA OF EXPERTISE.

Recruiters who don’t have an area of expertise may need help uncovering their forte. Which 
placements did they have the most success with? What industries interest them or do they 
have personal experience in?

Asking the right questions will develop a specialized niche vs. remaining generic. Having a 
tangible specialty to focus their brand around gives recruiters a strong advantage.

3. MAP THEIR VALUES AND SKILLS THROUGH SWOT ANALYSIS.

Strengths. Weaknesses. Opportunities. Threats. The better your recruiters know themselves, 
the better they’ll be at creating their personal brand.

A SWOT analysis helps your team map out where their best qualities lie. From uncovering 
personality traits, to their preferred learning styles, nothing is off the table when it comes to 
personal analysis.

6 THINGS EVERY RECRUITMENT FIRM CEO 
SHOULD DO TO BUILD THEIR RECRUITERS’ 
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4. CREATE A CONTENT MARKETING PLAN FOR EACH TEAM MEMBER.
The modern recruiter’s personal brand shows in everything they do. This could be blog posts, 
panels they contribute to, or presentations.

Assist your team in defining key topics to focus on to help them create consistent content 
that’s meaningful to your clients in order to attract their attention and position your team as 
an authority.

A strong content marketing plan centers on topics that your people are passionate and 
knowledgeable about.

5. SOLIDIFY THEIR SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE.
Consistency is king when it comes to mastering social media. For your recruiters, this means 
up to date, professional profiles that they post to on a regular basis.

Recruiters must update social media channels with job postings and relevant industry 
information to be an integral part of the broader conversation.  

6. HELP ESTABLISH A STRONG WEB PRESENCE ACROSS ALL CHANNELS.
What happens when your recruiters Google themselves? A chaotic or inconsistent presence 
is as detrimental as a bland one, or worse – one that doesn’t even exist.

Giving your recruiters tools to form their brand will help build a unique web presence.  
They can use this to engage the modern job seeker who turns to Google before making 
decisions on who to work with.

PERSONAL BRAND MATTERS
Ultimately a recruiter’s personal brand is as important to your business as your firm’s 
own identity is.

Each recruiter can leverage their unique qualities and experience to craft a specific place 
for themselves in the market. When this happens, you’ll have a dramatic advantage over 
competitors who have not made personal branding a priority.

A team of specialized individuals with great personal branding and presence attracts the 
hottest candidates to fill positions with the most sought-after companies.

The time it takes to develop a recruiter’s personal brand is an investment in the future  
success of your firm and will quickly position you and your firm as leaders in your industry.

6 THINGS EVERY RECRUITMENT FIRM CEO 
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9 THINGS EVERY RECRUITER SHOULD 
DO TO BUILD THEIR PERSONAL BRAND 

The reality of modern recruiting means that to succeed, you need to go way beyond the 
basics. For today’s recruiter, the focus must be on personal branding – developing a strong 
reputation for yourself and then making sure everything you do aligns with your brand.

To take it one step further, your personal brand needs to fall under your firm’s brand umbrella. 
Working towards the same outcomes and combining forces with your branding allows both 
you and your recruiting business to achieve greater success together.

WHY PERSONAL BRANDING MATTERS IN RECRUITING

When you focus on building your personal brand, you’re investing in how others see you 
and how you position yourself within the industry.  Personal branding is about deciding  
how you want to showcase the best version of yourself.

Let’s break down the specifics of the things you need to do to build your personal brand 
as a recruiter.

HOW TO ESTABLISH YOUR PERSONAL BRAND AS A RECRUITER

1. HIGHLIGHT YOUR EXPERTISE

Whether you chose it, or it chose you, your area of specialization is what forms the basis of 
your personal brand. Most your placements might happen to be in finance, or you may have 
already been an expert in marketing when you started recruiting professionally. There are 
countless recruiters in the industry, but there’s only one with your exact education, experience, 
and skill set.
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Define what your niche is and solidify it through the type of content you share. Lend your 
specialized knowledge to others - candidates, clients, and fellow recruiters - by sharing 
presentation decks that you’ve made, research you’ve done, and articles you’ve contributed to,  
all via LinkedIn, Twitter, Slideshare, your own webpage within your company site, or as blog posts.

Recruiters who are new to the industry will want to make a point of building a content portfolio 
of shareable material to use to highlight your skills.

The more specialized you are, the more you’ll stand apart from competitors and will become  
a go-to for candidates and clients in your specific industry.

2. BECOME A SOCIAL MEDIA NINJA

One of the best ways to elevate your brand is from a social media standpoint.

It’s not enough to simply have a Facebook account or a LinkedIn profile page – you need  
to master these platforms from a branding point of view to get the full benefit of their power.

Social media is meant for sharing. That means nothing is off the table when it comes to 
content. As a user, you’ll want to read, reference other users’ shares, network, and connect 
through comments. The more social you are, the stronger your brand becomes.

To excel at the social media game, you need to be fully invested. This means connecting 
across all channels and engaging in the most popular platforms, as a speaker as well as being 
part of the audience. To ramp up your social media presence, add some of these strategies to 
your routine:

• Update regularly – Set a goal for daily posts or at least several times per week.

•  Have accounts on all appropriate platforms – Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are  
the most common social media channels for business.

•  Engage in conversations with other users – comment on their posts, tag them in  
suitable information that you post.

9 THINGS EVERY RECRUITER SHOULD DO  
TO BUILD THEIR PERSONAL BRAND CONT...
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•  Stay current – use the most relevant hashtags for what’s happening and trending in  
your area of expertise.

•  Post content, and lots of it – Did you just read an interesting article? Share a link. Is  
there a hot debate going on in your industry? Weigh in. Share industry-appropriate jokes.  
Re-post or re-tweet. Like other people’s posts. Comment on other people’s posts. Use your 
audience to ask for advice and get a conversation started based on the replies you get.

•  Use variety – post videos, link to your own blog, share infographics, link to podcasts that 
you find interesting, or share office-appropriate memes. Avoid just posting article after article 
and create a diverse feed that your followers will appreciate and enjoy coming back to.

•  Don’t make it all about you – Sharing your own work and linking back to your company’s 
website is a great practice to put into place, but use it sparingly, or you’ll come across as 
too salesy and too predictable, meaning your users will either unfollow you or gloss over 
your feed.

•  Lighten up a little – While your social media account should be used primarily to promote 
your industry and showcase your strengths as a thought leader, each channel offers an 
opportunity for showing your more personable side though jokes, thoughts about life as  
a recruiter, or try adding pop culture into your posts.

Mesh your social strategy with that of your firm, or work with your CEO in fine-tuning a social 
media plan that your whole team can follow if you don’t already have one in place. If you’re 
passionate and skilled in social media, you might be the one to spearhead getting other 
recruiters on board and working with the CEO to develop company-wide best practices.

3. LIVE BY A CONTENT CALENDAR

You’re only as good as your last blog post. Or your most recent tweet, article share, or newsletter.

The meaning? Content isn’t just a “nice to have” item in your personal branding strategy;  
it is your personal branding strategy. Content creates credibility.

Come up with your own regular content, like a writer might have a column online. Use social 
media as your sounding board. Not a writer? Post links and ask questions of your audience. 

9 THINGS EVERY RECRUITER SHOULD DO  
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Say something, no matter what your medium or platform is. Whatever you create, ask yourself 
how you can share it in as many ways as possible to get the most value from your efforts.

If you’re silent, you’re not part of the conversation and will quickly be overlooked in favor 
or competitors with a stronger voice.

In other words – make content a top priority instead of just putting it out there at random 
intervals. Create a strategy focused on your audience, build a calendar of what you’ll post  
and when, and commit to it. Your firm might have a content procedure in place, or you might 
create your own – either way, content marketing is not an optional practice when it comes  
to personal branding.

4. GET OUT OF THE OFFICE

Sitting behind a desk is a necessity sometimes, but it doesn’t do much to facilitate developing 
your brand.

 A better use of your time is spent at conferences, meetups, attending training or certification 
courses, or at a class for a skill that your firm supports, like public speaking. You can also  
“get out” digitally, through attending webinars, vlogs, or attending live industry events online.

If you don’t put yourself out there, no one will know you exist. Become the face behind 
your name by putting in some quality time spent away from your desk. Create a personal 
benchmark or develop one with the help of your CEO – a plan to get out into the marketplace 
one a week, once per month, or every quarter.

5. FOSTER CONNECTIONS

A strong recruiter’s connections are more than a list of candidates or favorite clients.  
Your connections are your “tribe” – the people you work with, collaborate with, and share 
core values with.

The way to establish meaningful connections with the people who are important to you is  
by reaching out. Emails, coffee meetings, personalized content, or tagged social media posts 
are all great ways of interacting and touching base.

9 THINGS EVERY RECRUITER SHOULD DO 
TO BUILD THEIR PERSONAL BRAND CONT...
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The same strategies apply digitally. Make a point to touch base with your connections in other 
cities, or people that you “know” through social media. Even if you’ve never met in person, 
these people can be powerful players in your network.

Reaching out always feels more genuine to the recipient when you’re just touching base  
and not asking something.

6. OFFER SOMETHING SPECIALIZED

It’s not enough to just have a carefully crafted niche that you’re an expert in – working  
with you also needs to be a specialized experience too.

Build your brand by finding ways to create a unique experience that candidates get from 
working with you, so you can stand apart from other recruiters, think outside the box, and 
convey your message and values through everything you do.

Whether you bring extra research and analytics to the table or you establish yourself as  
a thought-leader who can draw killer brainstorming sessions out of meeting attendees, use 
your personal skills and strengths to your advantage in finding your unique voice.

Find what you can make unique about your interactions with clients and candidates, like 
always being able to provide interesting reference articles or being so well connected that  
you can share new contacts and introduce anyone in your local industry.

7. BE GENUINE

No matter how much you love what the next guy at your competitor’s firm is doing, he’s not 
you. Personal branding only works if it’s authentic. Trying to be something you’re not is fooling 
no one and undercuts your voice in the market.

Focus on fewer connections and those that are genuine. Being real and having meaningful 
connections is worth far more than an endless roster or phony interactions.

Candidates and clients can tell within seconds if someone isn’t real. Acting fake to get ahead 
is actually a way to get left behind in an industry that’s all about connecting.

9 THINGS EVERY RECRUITER SHOULD DO  
TO BUILD THEIR PERSONAL BRAND CONT...
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8. PERFORM ROUTINE MAINTENANCE ON YOUR CONTACTS

Networking isn’t a connect and forget game. Your goal should never be to gather as many 
contacts as you can just for the sake of it.

Instead, connect with successful placements and new candidates on a regular basis. Get a 
sense of who’s doing what and where they’re going.

You never know where your next candidate will come from, so keeping yourself in contact  
with as many people as you can broadens the possibilities.

Reaching out with an email or even a mention on Twitter goes a long way in staying connected.

When you regularly interact, even as an online touch, you’re creating a tight circle of 
successful contacts who know exactly what you and your personal brand are all about.

9. GIVE BACK

As you know, there’s more to a recruiter than just the placements they make. With the support 
of your firm, add some community service to your personal branding process, in a way that 
genuinely interests you.

In keeping with your role as a recruiter, look at what outreach opportunities there are for 
mentoring young HR professionals, offering pro bono consulting for underprivileged job 
seekers, or offering resume training for high school students.

With even just a small portion of your time and resources going back into the business 
community, you’ll create a habit of demonstrating your values through your actions which 
can transfer into just about anything else you do. Work with your CEO to facilitate these 
opportunities for you and the fellow recruiters at your firm.

Giving back plays a big role in the concept discussed earlier: showcasing the best version of 
yourself. Community involvement enhances the way others will see you and impacts the role 
you play in the industry.

9 THINGS EVERY RECRUITER SHOULD DO  
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You might be thinking that this all sounds like a lot more effort than just focusing on matching 
candidate and clients, and you’re right.

Much of personal branding happens when you make a conscious effort to establish yourself 
in the industry, and this can take work, but a lot of the process also occurs naturally.

Set up these systems then keep everything up to date as a regular habit so your efforts 
aren’t wasted. 

If you practice putting personal branding into play every day, there will be no difference 
between you and your brand, and it will become an effortless extension of yourself.

When you can identify who you are at your core and showcase that in everything you do 
and all the connections you have, you’re succeeding at building your brand.

It may be tempting just to sit the process out, but the landscape of recruiting has changed 
dramatically and will continue to do so. Standards of excellence continue to grow within  
the industry, and if you’re not part of that growth, you’ll find yourself left behind.

9 THINGS EVERY RECRUITER SHOULD DO 
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10 MUST-JOIN LINKEDIN 
GROUPS FOR RECRUITERS

Is there any social network more important to recruiters than LinkedIn? Highly unlikely (if 
you think so, leave us a comment below — we’d love to get this discussion going). It’s the 
recruiter’s go-to platform for sourcing and vetting candidates, building valuable contacts, 
staying on top of industry trends and growing one’s personal brand. With 530 million users, 
it is the world’s largest professional social network, and 98 percent of recruiters use it as a 
sourcing tool, according to Social Talent’s 2017 Global Recruiting Survey.

With numbers like that, it’s fair to say you’re probably already using the platform to find 
candidates. But there’s another important Linkedin feature that can help you grow your recruiting 
career and find success: LinkedIn Groups. Are you leveraging them for all they’re worth?

USING LINKEDIN GROUPS FOR RECRUITERS

LinkedIn Groups are communities of professionals who are in the same industry or have 
similar interests. Use them to:

ESTABLISH YOURSELF AS AN INDUSTRY EXPERT. When you are an active and thoughtful 
member of a few important groups, you establish trust and gain authority with the groups’ 
members. This means they’ll be more likely to use you for their future recruiting needs and 
refer you to others.

LEARN AND GROW. No matter how much you know, you can always learn more, right? 
Following and participating in group discussions is a wonderful way to learn from those  
who have gone before you or who may just have a better way of doing something. Groups 
offer an amazing opportunity to ask questions of industry thought leaders and leverage  
their knowledge.
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CONNECT AND ENGAGE WITH LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE. Use groups to network, 
explore interesting ideas and build your own (highly targeted) audience. As you continue  
to demonstrate your own value and expertise in turn, the group becomes a lead-gen tool.

FIND DECISION-MAKERS AT YOUR TARGET COMPANY. When you’re trying to get in with 
a specific company, you can use the group to connect with the decision-makers there. Reach 
out to fellow group members and ask for an introduction to the right people, making sure to 
emphasize how you’ll help them and their company.

Convinced? Fantastic.  
Here, in no particular order, are the 11 must-join* LinkedIn Groups for recruiters:

1. THE RECRUITER.COM NETWORK

CURRENT MEMBERS: 831,710

Managed by Recruiter.com, this group bills itself as the “Number one LinkedIn recruitment  
and career networking social media group.” It’s LinkedIn’s largest group targeting recruiters, 
but beware: it also caters to job seekers, so you’ll have to wade through that content as well.

2. RECRUITMENT CONSULTANTS AND STAFFING PROFESSIONALS

CURRENT MEMBERS: 201,175

Thousands of agency recruiters, headhunters, talent managers and HR Directors use 
this group to network, share leads and follow employment news.

3. THE RECRUITMENT NETWORK

CURRENT MEMBERS: 537,409

This group brings together people interested in pursuing open networking opportunities. 
They tout an atmosphere of integrity and transparency.

10 MUST-JOIN LINKEDIN 
GROUPS FOR RECRUITERS CONT...
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4. ONREC ONLINE RECRUITMENT NETWORK

CURRENT MEMBERS: 11,344

Smaller groups like this one can often be more valuable. Go to this group to learn and share 
best practices in online recruiting and get insight on talent management technologies.

5. HR PROFESSIONALS

CURRENT MEMBERS: 310,206

The name says “HR,” but thousands of recruiters are members here. Look for the ‘Jobs’ 
section — recruiters are encouraged to post HR-specific openings here.

6. TALENT ECONOMY HCM

CURRENT MEMBERS: 46,256

Talent Economy is an online publication that covers the role talent plays in the modern 
economy, and this is its accompanying LinkedIn Group. Run by journalists and editors,  
it’s aimed at HR and recruiting pros who want the latest recruiting insight.

7. THE UNDERCOVER RECRUITER

CURRENT MEMBERS: 46,538

This LinkedIn Group sprang from the popular Undercover Recruiter blog, and it’s a 
wonderful place to get industry news and tips.

8. TALENT MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

CURRENT MEMBERS: 3,381

Again, smaller is better sometimes, especially in niche topics such as this one. This group 
bills itself as “the world’s largest searchable directory of talent management technologies and 
services…. the place to learn more about the intersection of HR, recruiting and high-tech.”

10 MUST-JOIN LINKEDIN 
GROUPS FOR RECRUITERS CONT...
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9. RECRUITMENT MARKETING NETWORK

CURRENT MEMBERS: 2,477

This is the smallest group on our list and the only one devoted to recruitment marketing.  
This is a great place to ask and answer questions related to recruitment marketing, including 
email marketing, social media marketing, SEO, content marketing and lead generation.

10. INTERNATIONAL RECRUITING DISCUSSION GROUP

CURRENT MEMBERS: 3,018

Another Recruiter.com group, join this group if you’re tasked with international recruiting 
and global talent acquisition.

* Don’t rush out and join all of the following groups. Being an active member is 12 groups could 
be its own full-time gig, and you don’t have time for that. Pick two or three and do them well.

10 MUST-JOIN LINKEDIN 
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CONCLUSION

By implementing these branding strategies, you will begin to set yourself apart from other 
recruiters. Having a great personal brand enables you to stand out to future candidates and 
allows you to relate differently with prospective job seekers.

Companies love to hire people who are established within their industry. Having a following in 
the recruitment industry provides you with boundless potential for your professional growth.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

David Alonso is the CEO of TrackerRMS, a leading cloud-based Recruitment,  
Applicant Tracking and CRM software provider serving the Recruitment Industry.

Following a 14 year career founding and running a successful Recruitment Agency,  
I founded TrackerRMS in 2005 to solve what I experienced to be a glaring problem  
in the recruitment industry:

The need for simple-to-use but feature-packed software solution to run our recruitment  
firm efficiently and profitably.

I wanted software that would empower my team to build better relationships and get more deals 
done, and at the same time provide me the data I needed to make better business decisions. 

TrackerRMS was born.

After much trial and error, we hit the mark! The TrackerRMS platform  
turned out to be so good, I decided to move out of the recruitment  
sector and build a software business.

Many years later, I am proud to lead a TrackerRMS team  
that now supports our customers worldwide from our  
offices in California and the UK.

Our business continues to grow and thrive due to a  
culture maniacally focused on creating customer success.
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ABOUT TRACKERRMS

TrackerRMS is a leading cloud-based Recruitment, Applicant Tracking and CRM software 
provider serving the Recruitment Industry.

TrackerRMS was developed by recruitment industry veterans, who like all business owners, 
were looking for the best possible software to run our own firm efficiently and profitably.

We wanted software that would empower our employees to build better relationships and  
get more deals done, and at the same time provide us the data we need to make better 
business decisions.

After disappointment with a number of different solutions, we decided that we could do  
better and ventured to create a recruitment software solution that would help run all aspects  
of our business.

The system needed to be simple to use but packed with great, usable features. After much 
trial and error, we hit the mark! It turned out to be so good, we decided to move out of the 
recruitment sector and build a software business.

Many years later, it is now our customers who drive product development. We listen and work 
with the very best people in the industry to continually develop a system that recruiters and 
owners want to use.

Most importantly, we live by our vision captured in our company slogan:

“The features you expect. Service that’s unexpected.”

It’s our experience that it’s the service wrapped around the software that’s most important, 
andit’s our goal to provide the best service in the industry to our clients.

Headquartered in California, with offices in the UK, our business continues to grow and 
thrivedue to a culture maniacally focused on creating customer success.
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GET IN TOUCH -

To find out more about our solutions please visit our website or  
contact us in person for a chat about your individual requirements  
and find out how we can meet your business needs.

    www.tracker-rms.com

    contact@tracker-rms.com

GIVE US A CALL:

1-858-216-2019 (US & CANADA)

08451 262 300 (UK & EUROPE)

CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE A DEMO
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